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Abstract5

Nowadays, the exponential advancement of social networks is creating new application

areas for recommender systems (RSs). People-to-people RSs aim to exploit user’s

interests for suggesting relevant people to follow. However, traditional recommenders

do not consider that people may share similar interests but might have different feelings

or opinions about them. In this paper we propose a novel recommendation engine

which relies on the identification of semantic attitudes, that is, sentiment, volume, and

objectivity extracted from user-generated content. In order to do this at large-scale

on traditional social networks, we devise a three-dimensional matrix factorization, one

for each attitude. Potential temporal alterations of users’ attitudes are also taken into

consideration in the factorization model. Extensive offline experiments on different

real world datasets, reveal the benefits of the proposed approach compared with some

state-of-the-art techniques.
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1. Introduction8

Microblogging platforms are one of the most versatile and popular technologies on9

the Internet today. For instance, Twitter sees over 500 million microposts (or tweets)10

published every day on a huge variety of topics, with spikes of more than 100 thou-11
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sands tweets per second when particular events occur 1. With the proliferation of user-12

generated content such as reviews, discussion forums, blogs, and tweets, detecting13

sentiments and opinions from the Web is becoming an increasingly widespread form14

of data interpretation. In particular, sentiment analysis aims to understand subjective15

information, such as opinions, points of view, and feelings expressed by users in the16

content they generate.17

People-to-people recommendation is an important application in these platforms.18

Almost all the services are capable of recommending interesting users to follow. How-19

ever, this recommendation task is not easy due to huge graphs of social ties and fast20

changing contents that must be analyzed. In this scenario, simple people recommen-21

dation algorithms based on content similarity and popularity paradigms are usually22

considered, at the expense of the recommendation accuracy.23

In this paper, we propose a novel people-to-people recommender system that takes24

into account the users’ attitudes towards discussed topics. The proposed recommender25

enables us to leverage users’ attitudes such as sentiment, volume, and objectivity ex-26

tracted from the semantics of tweets, define a sentiment-volume-objectivity (SVO) func-27

tion, and exploit such knowledge to suggest relevant people to follow. The rationale28

behind this work is that people might have similar interests but different opinions or29

feelings about them. Therefore, considering the contribution of users’ attitudes may30

yield benefits to people recommendation. For example, two users involved in the dis-31

cussion about supporting Hillary Clinton for US President are likely to be friends.32

However, the two users may exhibit the same (both support or oppose Hillary Clinton)33

or contradictory sentiments (one supports and the other opposes). Therefore, we sup-34

pose that the two users are more likely to follow each other in the former case than in35

the latter.36

To handle large-scale social networks, we model this recommendation task using37

matrix factorization techniques in four steps: (i) build a three-dimensional matrix in38

which each dimension is represented by a SVO user feature; (ii) learn a latent em-39

1https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how (last visited on

20 December 2016)
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bedding space from the user-attitudes matrix; (iii) compute the user-user similarity by40

taking into account the three matrix dimensions; and (iv) recommend to a target user a41

list of relevant people to follow.42

In this work, we address two research questions that arise when approaching the43

people-to-people recommendation problem:44

1. Does content published by users and, in particular, the inferred attitudes, allows for45

a better identification of potential relationships that exist between them?46

2. How does temporal analysis of these attitudes impact the accuracy of the recom-47

mendation?48

The scientific contributions coming from this paper are: (i) an algorithm for people-49

to-people recommendation on microblogging platforms that takes advantage of fea-50

tures that represent the users’ attitudes on specific topics; (ii) a comparative experi-51

mental results of a set of different evaluation metrics, including a range of non-accuracy52

measures, such as diversity and novelty; (iii) a proof of how the recommendation accu-53

racy can be improved by taking into account the temporal variations of the attitudes ex-54

pressed by the user; (iv) an evaluation of the proposed algorithm on real world datasets,55

showing that the considered users’ attitudes have unequal correlation with respect to56

the accuracy of the recommendation, and strongly depend on the topic under consider-57

ation.58

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the problem59

formulation. Section 3 describes the recommendation algorithm. Section 4 presents60

the performed experiments to evaluate the proposed strategy and outlines main results.61

Section 5 contains a description of some state-of-the-arts approaches. Finally, Sect. 662

reports our conclusions.63

2. Problem formulation64

In this section, we provide the definition of the people-to-people recommendation65

problem.66
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Let U = {u1, · · · , uN} represents the set of users with a valid account on the micro-

blogging platform. In our scenario, an adjacency matrix AN×N represents the explicit

ties, where each element Ai, j denotes if the user ui follows (or is friend of ) the user

u j or not, and therefore is usually expressed by a binary value {0, 1}. Then, let U =

{u1, · · · , uM} represent the set of candidate users u j ∈ U without an explicit tie with the

target user ui, that is,

U = {∀u j ∈ U | i , j ∧ (Ai, j = 0 ∧ A j,i = 0)}

Under this setting, the problem can be formulated as follows: given the matrix AN×N ,67

which represents a known set of social relations between N users, define the following68

function r:69

r : U × U→ [0, 1] (1)

such that, given a target user u and an adjacency matrix, returns a value between 0 and70

1, which expresses the relevance degree of the candidate user u j for the target user ui.71

Based on such value, the system provides the target user with a recommendation list of72

the top relevant candidates.73

First attempts to people-to-people recommendation take advantage of global mod-74

els and collective classification for the definition of the r function. In other words, they75

operate on the whole graph of related nodes rather than deriving individual structural76

and content-based attributes. The problem is therefore seen as the optimization of one77

global objective function.78

Since link prediction problem [1, 2] aims at inferring future interactions and miss-79

ing links on large graphs, various predictors based on the interpersonal social structure80

(e.g., common neighbors predictor) are also considered for the ranking task.81

Our goal is to define the function r by extending the recommendation analysis to82

relevant information associated with users that can be retrieved by the micro-blogging83

platform, namely, the timeline consisting of sequences of microposts. In the rest of the84

paper, we indicate with T the set of potential microposts that can be published and with85

Tu ⊂ 2T the most recent microposts published by the user u.86
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Figure 1: Principal steps for the people-to-people recommendation task.

3. The proposed people-to-people recommendation87

In this section, we introduce our method for recommendation. A strong correlation88

exists between the presence of a social tie between two users and the topical similarity89

of explicit activities of these users in the network [3]. So it is logical investigating90

the chance of predicting the presence of a tie based on user profile features. The idea91

behind the proposed approach is that, by taking into account the attitudes, in terms92

of manifested expressions of favor or disfavor on specific matters, the accuracy of the93

people-to-people recommender is improved. Multiple steps are demanded to imple-94

ment the recommendation task, as shown in Fig. 1.95

The timeline of users ui ∈ U are first retrieved. A traditional pre-processing of mi-96

croposts simplifies the identification of relevant features. All characters are converted97

to lowercase letters and retweet designations (e.g., “RT”), citations, and URLs are re-98

moved. Then, text is tokenized into keywords, from which a list of unigram features is99

created. Traditional stopwords are excluded from the lists.100

Micro-blogging services allow users to include metadata tags in the form of key-101

words followed by the hash symbol #, which are referred to as hashtags. By including102

them in the posts, the author is suggesting them as good candidates in quality of search103

keys. Popular hashtags often refer to topics that most people are interested in, in-104

cluding breaking events and persistent discussions [4]. For this reason, they are often105

considered for clustering posts related to specific topics [5, 6].106

Let C denote the set of all possible concepts. Given a micropost τ, we indicate with107

τ(C) the subset of concepts C that are included in τ, identified by extracting the hashtags108

in τ. By extension, T (C)
u is the set of concepts that are included in the user u’s timeline.109

The so-obtained representation of microposts is subjected to the SVO analysis (see110

Sects. 3.1 and 3.2), which aims at determining the user’s attitude on each topic. Since111

determining similarities among users who have limited activity on specific topics is a112
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challenging task, the SVO-based analysis is not performed on concepts not appearing113

in a timeline above a given frequency threshold (i.e., 10 tweets). This procedure is114

commonly followed when attitudes expressed by large audiences are explored [7].115

Each user’s timeline is subjected to a text categorization process based on a Sup-116

port Vector Machine (SVM) algorithm [8], so that one or more categories belonging117

to the set K of all possible macro-categories are associated to the user according to the118

published content. These macro-categories (namely, world, elections, business, tech-119

nology, entertainment, sports, science, and health) are similar to the ones of a popular120

online news aggregator [9]. The training set is built-up by retrieving titles and snippets121

of each macro-category on the aggregator over a period of one month. We denote with122

T (K)
u ⊆ K the macro-categories assigned to the user u.123

When the system returns a ranked list of people to follow, the target user u’s latent124

factors are compared with the ones obtained from all users that have debated similar125

topics. This latter candidate set U is built-up from U as follows:126

U = {u′ ∈ U | T (C)
u ∩ T (C)

u′ , ∅ ∧ T (K)
u ∩ T (K)

u′ , ∅} (2)

so that, the overlap between u and a candidate u′ is extended to the set of macro-127

categories assigned to each user. Details on the implementation of the r function that128

assigns a rank to each candidate user can be found in Sects. 3.3 and 3.4, whereas the129

following two sections detail the identification of users’ attitudes.130

3.1. Sentiment analysis of microposts131

Sentiment analysis or opinion mining is formally defined as the computational132

study of user’s attitudes about an entity expressed in a text [10]. Sentiment analysis133

is a complex task, hence some assumptions are needed. There are multiple granularity134

levels of sentiment analysis, as explained in [11]: feature-level, entity-level, sentence-135

level, document-level. Given the limitations of the micropost length (i.e., 140 charac-136

ters), we consider sentiment analysis at sentence-level, which corresponds to a whole137

micropost in our domain. Formally, the goal of our sentiment analysis is to define the138

following function:139

sa : T→ {s(+), s(−), s(∅)} (3)
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where the output is composed of three symbols referring to positive, negative and neu-140

tral sentiment expressed by the given micropost.141

Several approaches have been proposed for the implementation of this function [10]142

with an average accuracy from 70% to over 82% by means of techniques based on143

Naïve Bayes (NB) classification [12], a simple model which provides high performance144

on text categorization. To solve this sentiment analysis task, we devise a multinomial145

NB model that takes into account multiple features such as (i) unigram features ex-146

tracted from each post, (ii) negation cues as proposed in [13], (iii) words polarities147

using the LIWC dictionary 2, and (iv) a part of speech tagger provided by Stanford148

University 3. Furthermore, a feature selection based on the salience and entropy mea-149

sures has also been considered to improve the accuracy of the classifier by filtering150

less relevant keywords [14]. Maximum likelihood estimate is finally employed for the151

parameter estimation, with add-1 smoothing utilized for unseen features.152

3.2. SVO-based analysis153

User u’s attitudes toward a given topic are evaluated from the observable activity154

and its aspects. In the micro-blogging scenario, we aim at representing attitudes to-155

wards each concept c ∈ T (C)
u through the following three factors: sentiment, volume,156

and objectivity. Sentiment represents a feeling or opinion about a concept expressed by157

the user, and is obtained as follows:158

f (s,c)
u = norm

n(c,+)
u − n(c,−)

u

n(c,+)
u + n(c,−)

u

 (4)

with

n(c,+)
u =

∣∣∣{∀τ ∈ Tu | s(τ) = s(+) ∧ τ(C) ∩ {c} , ∅}
∣∣∣ (5)

n(c,−)
u =

∣∣∣{∀τ ∈ Tu | s(τ) = s(−) ∧ τ(C) ∩ {c} , ∅}
∣∣∣ (6)

where n(c,+)
u and n(c,−)

u are the sums of the positive and negative posts, respectively,159

written by the user u regarding the concept c. Since the range of values can vary160

2http://liwc.net (last visited on 20 December 2016)
3http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml (last visited on 20 December 2016)
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widely, the norm function scales the values within the [0, 1] and takes on the following161

expression:162

norm(x) =
1

1 + 10−x (7)

The second attribute is volume and indicates how frequently the user discusses a con-163

cept, and is defined as follows:164

f (v,c)
u =

n(c)
u

nu
(8)

where

n(c)
u =

∑
τ∈Tu

∣∣∣τ(C) ∩ {c}
∣∣∣ , and nu =

∑
τ∈Tu

∣∣∣τ(C)
∣∣∣ (9)

The final contribution is objectivity, which expresses how many posts about a concept

do not contain any positive or negative attitude. It is defined as follows:

f (o,c)
u =

n(c,∅)
u

n(c,+)
u + n(c,−)

u + n(c,∅)
u

where

n(c,∅)
u =

∣∣∣{∀τ ∈ Tu | s(τ) = s(∅) ∧ τ(C) ∩ {c} , ∅}
∣∣∣

where n(c,∅)
u is the sum of posts without positive or negative attitudes written by the user

u concerning the concept c. We are now able to introduce the SVO vector for the user

u and concept c, which takes into account the three factors as follows:

−−−−−−→
S VO(c)

u = [ f (s,c)
u , f (v,c)

u , f (o,c)
u ] (10)

3.3. Matrix factorization model165

Matrix Factorization (MF) techniques [15] are employed for learning the latent166

characteristics of users and concepts, and defining an approximation of the r function167

(see Eq. 1) by modeling the ranking with inner products in that latent space. The goal168

is factorizing a 2-dimensional matrix into two matrices P ∈ R|U|× f and Q ∈ R|C|× f such169

that PQT approximates the initial matrix, that is, minimizes a loss function between170

observed and predicted values. Each row qi represents the association strength between171

a user and the latent characteristics. Similarly, each row p j represents the strength172

between a concept and the latent dimensions. In the case of micro-blogging platforms,173
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Figure 2: The initial user-concept matrix (a), and the matrices representing the correlation between users,

concepts and the latent factors (b).

where the number of users and concepts can be very high, this form of decomposition174

model allows us to keep bounded the storage requirements by tuning the parameter175

f (i.e., the number of latent factors) accordingly. In our approach, the SVO-based176

analysis determines a 3-dimensional vector associated to a pair (user, concept), where177

the concepts are obtained by analyzing the recent activity on the user’s timeline. The178

observed data forms a ternary relation between users, concepts and SVO features, so179

we obtain a 3-dimensional sparse matrix M ∈ R|U|×|C|×3, as shown in Fig. 2(a).180

Tensor matrix factorization is a generic model framework for recommendations that181

is able to handle multiple dimensional data taking advantage of the matrix factorization182

models [16]. Due to multi-dimensional input data, tensor MF seems to be the perfect183

choice for the dimension reduction task. In our scenario, as proven in Section 4.2,184

the SVO components representing the user’s attitudes have different relevance in the185

recommendation process according to the category of topics under consideration. For186

this reason, we decide to perform three MF models, each associated with one of the187

SVO components, keeping the recommendation process distinct w.r.t each component.188

For the sake of clarity, we indicate with P(s), P(v) and P(o) the three matrices obtained by189

the MF model considering the S , V and O component of the SVO vector, respectively,190

and similarly, we obtain three matrices Q(s), Q(v) and Q(o). Below, we formalize the191

computation of the only S component, since the other two assume similar formalism.192

The matrices P(s) and Q(s) are determined by minimizing the regularized squared error:193

9



194

minp(s)∗,q(s)∗

|U|∑
j=0

|C|∑
i=0

(M(s)
i, j − p(s)T

j q(s)
i )2 + λ(

∥∥∥∥p(s)
j

∥∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥q(s)
i

∥∥∥2
) (11)

where M(s)
i, j is the (i, j) value considering the s attitude, the regularization factor λ is195

fixed to 0.1, and the summation is extended only to the concepts on which the user ui196

has expressed an attitude, that is, M(s)
i, j is known. An iterative approach based on the197

alternating least squares technique with regularization [17] is adopted for ensuring the198

convergence of the Eq. 16, that is, when either the matrices P and Q are no longer199

changing or the change is not significant. One of the strengths of this optimization200

technique is its ability to handle large sparse datasets built up of implicit interactions201

between users and items. Moreover, parallel implementations suitable for distributed202

processing frameworks are also available (see, for instance, [18, 19, 20]).203

Now, each user ui ∈ U is associated with a vector q(s)
i ∈ R

f . The rating of the candidate204

user u j to be considered for recommendation to ui is predicted by the cosine similarity205

measure as follows:206

r(s)
i, j =

q(s)
i · q

(s)
j∥∥∥q(s)

i

∥∥∥ ∥∥∥∥q(s)
j

∥∥∥∥ (12)

The contribution of the three components SVO is linearly combined, as follows:207

ri, j;k = α(s)
k r(s)

i, j + α(v)
k r(v)

i, j + α(o)
k r(o)

i, j (13)

where α(s)
k , α(v)

k , and α(o)
k are three constants in the [0, 1] interval and depend on the208

macro-category k under examination. Section 4.2 describes the procedure to estimate209

these parameters.210

As mentioned in Section 3, the candidate set of users U consists of the users u j ∈ U211

that have discussed topics similar to those discussed by the target user ui. Since the212

categorization may assign more than one macro-category in K for each pair of users213

(i, j), multiple ri, j;k values have to be combined. As a result, we select the highest214

ranking among the considered macro-categories as follows:215

ri, j = max
∀k∈K|k∈T (K)

ui ∧k∈T (K)
u j

ri, j;k (14)

The “Who to follow” functionality in microblogging platforms is often implemented216

with a list of users that does not depend on the current submitted query or context, as217
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in the case of Twitter [21]. So it seems rational to collect the users that show any form218

of content-based similarity with the target user, with no regard to a specific macro-219

category.220

As with ratings in collaborative filtering approaches, potential bias may exist in221

terms of both attitudes expressed by users and average perception of debated concepts.222

Two users might be debating on the same concept, but one being a cynic who expresses223

often negative attitudes, and the other showing a more enthusiastic disposition. In224

addition, selected topics on micro-blogging platforms might enjoy strong popularity225

due to several reasons. In this scenario, the popularity bias usually denotes the tendency226

for some items to be recommended more frequently [22]. Other forms of bias may227

generate variations in the attitudes expressed by the user on particular concepts. User’s228

bias corresponds to that tendency of the user to give better or worse ratings than the229

average.230

Koren [23] proved that, by considering user and concept biases in the recommen-231

dation, improvements can be obtained because it can allow for the intrinsic difference232

between users and the between concepts to be represented. MF models face these ef-233

fects by explicitly taking into account the bias parameters as follows:234

b(s)
i, j = µ(s) + b(s)

ui
+ b(s)

c j
(15)

where the terms bui and bc j represent the observed deviations of user ui and concept c j235

from the average values, and µ is the overall average value of the s dimension. They236

describe general properties of users and concepts, without accounting for any involved237

interactions. These bias parameters are summed up with the predicted ranking p(s)T

j q(s)
i238

during the minimization phase obtaining:239

minp(s)∗,q(s)∗

|U|∑
j=0

|C|∑
i=0

(M(s)
i, j −µ

(s)−b(s)
ui
−b(s)

c j
−p(s)T

j q(s)
i )2+λ(b(s)

ui

2
+b(s)

c j

2
+
∥∥∥∥p(s)

j

∥∥∥∥2 ∥∥∥q(s)
i

∥∥∥2
) (16)

3.4. Temporal analysis of attitudes240

User’s attitudes constantly change over time, thus tracking the temporal dynamics241

of user’s interests may help improve personalized systems. The proposed MF-based242

recommendation includes static representations of interests and concepts. A possible243
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solution is to extend the model by considering potential evolution of these two dimen-244

sions over time.245

Each timeline Tu is partitioned into N∆t intervals of ∆t time span. The SVO-based246

analysis required for the definition of the matrix M is performed on each of these247

intervals. Therefore, we obtain multiple matrices, one for each time span, on which248

we perform the MF. The rationale is that, given two users, if they both have discussed249

the same topic but at different times, they have to be considered less relevant to each250

other than users that have discussed same topics at similar times. Formally, each rating251

function ri, j is dependent on the time slot tl → tl + ∆t with l = [1, · · · ,N∆t − 1], as well.252

The final ranking is obtained by averaging the time-dependent ranking as follows:253

ri, j =
1

N∆t

N∆t−1∑
l=1

ri, j(tl) (17)

where ri, j(tl) is evaluated by considering the partition of the users’ timeline in the in-254

terval tl → tl + ∆t.255

3.5. Computational Complexity256

The computation complexity of the approach is driven by the MF process. Indeed,257

in order to provide up-to-dated recommendations, the MF must be regularly recom-258

puted according to new published content. Instead, the complexity of the SVO-based259

analysis is determined by the SVM-based categorization of microposts to pre-defined260

classes (Sect. 3) and NB classification used for the sentiment analysis (Sect. 3.1), which261

can be trained at once, so we are more interested in the computational requirements af-262

ter the training step.263

A popular algorithm that implements non-negative MF [24] has computational264

complexity O( f |C||U|) per iteration during the training phase. Of course when new265

information is added to the user-concept matrix, the factorization can be initiated from266

the P and Q matrices obtained in the previous cycle, speeding up the time required for267

the completion of the iterative process to the convergence of the Eq. 16. Once the MF268

is completed, the rating for a candidate user is computed with O( f |C||U|) complexity,269

where f is related to the computation of the cosine similarity (Eq. 1), and |C||U| is due270

to the retrieval of the users whose timelines contain hashtags similar to the ones in the271
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Time span # Tweets # Users Lang Topic

D1: Jan 2013→ Feb 2013 1,0M 71K IT Political Elections

D2: Sep 2015→ Feb 2015 3,5M 181K EN Car Brands

D3: Dec 2014→ Feb 2015 2,9M 110K EN Mobile Phone Brands

D4: Jan 2015→ Dec 2015 1,2M 99K IT Movies

D5: Jan 2016→Mar 2016 25,3M 1,1M IT Trending Topics

Table 1: Statistics of datasets.

target user’s timeline. A pre-processing of the set C removes from the feature space272

those hashtags whose micropost frequency is less than some predetermined threshold.273

The assumption is that rare hashtags are non-informative for the recommendation.274

Since TDMF takes into consideration a constant number of partitions of the time-275

line, the above-mentioned big O notation is still valid but a N∆t-fold increase exists in276

the processing time.277

As for the SVO-based analysis, the categorization based on the SVM technique278

shows complexity of O(|V|), where V corresponds to the vocabulary of terms that com-279

pose T. O(|τ|) is the complexity of the NB classification of a timeline’s micropost to280

one of the three classes {s(+), s(−), s(∅)}, where |τ| is the average length of a post. The281

two computations are performed for each recent post in the user’s timeline Tu, so the282

SVO-based analysis shows an approximate complexity of O(|U||V|) by considering the283

number of posts and the average length of a posts constant.284

4. Evaluation285

Experimental tests of the proposed approach were performed on different real-286

world datasets, obtained by monitoring the traffic produced by users on Twitter. Such287

data enabled us to realize a comparative analysis of our system with similar approaches288

proposed in the research literature.289

To guarantee a correct statistical significance of the results, the experimental eval-290

uation were carried out taking into account different datasets as shown in Table 1. The291

considered datasets were gathered as follows:292
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D1: We filtered from the Twitter stream the hashtags related to politician leaders and293

Italian parties during the 2013 Italian general election.294

D2: A dataset on majors technology brands, among others Samsung, Apple, Nokia,295

Huawei, LG, Motorola, and Blackberry.296

D3: Tweets matching terms related to the automotive landscape, such as Audi, BMW,297

Ferrari, Jaguar, Mercedes, Toyota, and Porsche.298

D4: Corpus of tweets that counts more than 200 movies released in Italy during 2015.299

D5: This dataset includes tweets of trending topics automatically suggested by the300

microblogging platform over a period of 3 months, such as #bruxellesattacks, #oscars,301

#syriaconflict.302

The time period in which each dataset has been collected is splitted in two parts.303

The initial 70% corresponds to the data for the training set, the subsequent remaining304

data are used for testing the proposed recommendation system against other bench-305

marks. A crawler periodically updated the profiles of each user during the whole time306

period, considering also new followers/following relationships. Each time a social tie307

is discovered, its timestamp is being associated with the time the crawler found it.308

4.1. Benchmark: metrics and comparative algorithms309

A wide spectrum of evaluation metrics for RSs exist, most of them focused on310

their accuracy. While the assessment of such aspect is foundamental, there are limits311

that emerge due to the discrepancy between the users’ perception and the outcome of312

the metrics [25]. An accurate recommendation, however, is not necessarily perceived313

as a useful one. If the users in the recommendation list are very similar to the target314

users, the benefits of the system are limited because good chances are that the users315

discover them by querying the microblogging service or exploring the neighbors of316

their personal social network by themselves. A more useful recommender provides317

accurate and personalized recommendations guaranteeing, at the same time, high levels318

of novelty and diversity. For this reason, multiple metrics have been considered for319
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better evaluating the optimal trade-off between accuracy, novelty and diversity of the320

considered recommendation approaches.321

4.1.1. Accuracy322

The goal of the people-to-people recommendation is to provide the target user with323

a set of relevant people to follow. In our approach, the output is a set Lu of potentially324

relevant users, where the timeline of each u in Lu is considered for the user profiling.325

A straightforward methodology to measure the accuracy of a RS is to assess how326

many suggestions are relevant to the user. We suppose that user ui is relevant to u j if a327

real following relationship exists between them.328

Precision is the most used accuracy measure and gives a general idea of the overall329

performance of the recommendation. Since it is known that users focus their attention330

on the top ranked items of a list [26], we employed the Success at Rank K (S@K)331

measure that is commonly used for evaluating ranked lists of recommendations. It332

expresses the mean probability that a relevant user is located in the first K positions of333

the suggested users set, and is obtained as follows:334

Acc(u,Lu) =
1
|Lu|

∑
ui∈Lu

S @K(ui) (18)

where S @K(ui) is one whether ui is a relevant user for the target user u, zero otherwise.335

4.1.2. Diversity336

Diversity generally applies to a set of recommended items, and is related to how337

different the items are with respect to each other. Diversity is then determined by338

evaluating the dissimilarity of textual features extracted from users’ timeline of the339

recommended set Lu.340

The diversity measure we devised is based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [27],341

a generative probabilistic model for collections of discrete data such as text corpora.342

LDA shapes latent topics as a distribution over the words of the vocabulary, and every343

given document as a distribution over these topics, which is sampled from Dirichlet344

distributions. LDA model is often used for dimensionality reduction, where any in-345

put document d is assigned to a fixed set of real-valued features, that is, the posterior346
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Dirichlet parameters γ∗(d). If we assume that γ∗ is represented by means of a vector,347

we define the diversity based on LDA as follows:348

Div(Lu) = 1 −
∥∥∥γ∗(d(TLu ))

∥∥∥ (19)

where d(TLu ) represents a text document consisting of the concatenated posts from the349

users’ timeline in Lu. The LDA diversity reaches high values if the combination of350

users’ timeline represent several different latent topic.351

4.1.3. Novelty352

There have been several attempts to capture the degree of novelty in single mea-353

sures [28, 29]. Novel recommendations consist in suggesting items that the user did354

not know about, and whose description is semantically far from users’ interests. There-355

fore, the measure takes into consideration both the recommended content and the target356

users’ interests. Hijikata et al. [30] use collaborative filtering to derive novel recom-357

mendations by explicitly asking users which items they already know. The scale of358

the domain we are dealing with and the number of users involved do not allow us to359

follow a similar methodology. The novelty measure assumes high values if the recom-360

mended users’ timeline include several topics that are not discussed yet by the target361

user. Therefore, we can define novelty in terms of overlap among topics discussed by362

the target user u and the suggested users Lu. More formally we define:363

Nov(u,Lu) =
1
|Lu|

∑
ui∈Lu

1

|T (C)
u |

∑
c∈T (C)

u

(−
n(c)

ui

nui

) (20)

4.1.4. Algorithms for comparative evaluation364

In order to outline comparative conclusions from the experimental evaluations on365

the considered datasets, the following people-to-people recommendation approaches366

have been devised and included in the experimental tests:367

R: A baseline recommender that randomly suggests users from the considered dataset.368

NP: A non-personalized recommender that always suggests the most popular users in369

the dataset, that is, the users with the highest number of followers.370
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CB: The content-based approach proposed in [31] (with the name of S1), which rep-371

resents each user u through the function d(Tu), that is, the text document con-372

sisting of the concatenated posts from the users’ timeline. A traditional search373

engine based on the vector space model with a TF-IDF scoring function and co-374

sine similarity measure [32] returns the users that are more similar to the target375

one by considering their timeline’s content.376

CF: It represents each user ui by the following set:377

{∀u j ∈ U | i , j ∧ (Ai j = 1 ∨ A ji = 1)} (21)

that includes any user with an explicit tie with ui (i.e., followers and followees).378

The IDs of these users are converted to unique keywords and, similarly to the CB379

approach, a IR-based search engine returns a ranked link of recommendations.380

It corresponds to the S7 approach in [31].381

CBH: Similarly to CB, each user is represented by the posts included in the timeline,382

but instead of every keyword, the content is limited to the set of concepts in383

T (C)
u . The frequency of the concept in the user’s timeline corresponds to the term384

frequency.385

FoF The Friend-of-Friend recommender is available in popular social network ser-386

vices, such as Facebook and LinkedIn [33, 34]. It relies on the following hy-387

pothesis: if many users followed by u subsequently follow a particular person,388

this latter person is more likely to be suggested to u. The greater the number389

of u’s friend that follow the candidate, the higher is the relative rank in the sug-390

gested list. It follows the common neighbor paradigm that makes use of explicit391

social ties often considered in the link prediction task [35].392

MFE: The straightforward recommender based on MF [15] where the items to sug-393

gest are the users themselves. Therefore, the training set is composed of ratings394

rui,u j ∈ 0, 1, which represent the existence of an explicit social tie (i.e., following395

relationship) that bind the pair of users. The estimated rating between the target396

user ui and the generic candidate u j is obtained by the inner product in the latent397
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factor space, that is:398

qT
i p j

The top-ranked candidates of the target user are the ones assessed in the evalua-399

tion.400

MF: The recommendation approach based on the SVO-based analysis and the MF401

models introduced in Section 3.3.402

TDMF: The previous recommendation approach enhanced with temporal dynamic fea-403

tures, as explained in Section 3.4.404

The explicit social ties used by CF, FoF and MFTB approaches are extracted from405

the training set, whereas the test set is used to assess the performances. Similarly,406

the timelines considered for the learning process in the CB, CBH, MF and TDMF407

approaches consist of microposts published in the first split (i.e., training set) of each408

dataset.409

4.2. Experimental results410

The evaluation of the accuracy is achieved by comparing our system with some411

state-of-the-art people-to-people RSs. To perform an offline comparison analysis, an412

evaluation set has been built. We selected 1,000 random users from each of the dataset413

already introduced in Section 4, that match the following criteria:414

• users that posted at least five tweets415

• users with at least ten friends and followers into the dataset (that can be selected416

for the evaluation test)417

This kind of offline analysis suffers from an important weakness: the natural spar-418

sity of datasets derived from social network limits the amount of relevant content that419

can be evaluated. In this way, selecting exclusively random users without matching the420

above-mentioned criteria may lead to have no real friends or followers to compare with421

into the test dataset, and therefore resulting in a zero accuracy for every recommender.422

On the other hand, offline evaluations are often considered in RS studies because they423
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allow researchers to perform large scale evaluations on thousands of users, different424

datasets and algorithms at once [36].425

In Table 2, we report the results of the comparative analysis in terms of accuracy.426

All the experimental results were tested for statistical significance through a two-tailed427

t-test with a significance level set to p < 0.05.428

In terms of accuracy, the outcomes show the substantial benefits obtained with the429

proposed approaches and confirm our initial hypothesis about the potential combina-430

tion of sentiment, volume and objectivity to better identify real relationships between431

users. A traditional MF-based approach that limits its analysis to the explicit ties be-432

tween users, i.e., MFE, does not reach similar accuracies. The results highlight also433

how the TDMF approach obtains the best values among all datasets. This is a rele-434

vant achievement that endorses how important is to consider temporal features for the435

people-to-people recommendation.436

Subsequently, we evaluated the performance of the RSs in terms of diversity and437

novelty. Table 3 summarizes the diversity and novelty obtained on average among all438

datasets. Approaches that leverage social network information such as NP, CF, and439

FoF reach high values of novelty, that is, they are able to suggest people that are more440

likely to discuss topics unknown to the target user. On the contrary, MF and TDMF441

techniques, thanks to matrix decomposition and temporal analysis, supply the RS with442

the ability of suggesting diverse users to follow, that is, a list of recommended users443

that are different, one from each other.444

As for the temporal factor, we analyzed the variation of the accuracy as a function of445

the extent of the ∆t time span. Table 4 shows that datasets D1, D2, D3, and D4 achieve446

the best accuracy with ∆t intervals of 14 days and 21 days, while D5 with ∆t of 7 days.447

Since the latter dataset consists of several fragmented and temporary trending topics,448

by considering a time span of 7 days, the most relevant topics are better represented.449

One popular example in the dataset is the news about the 2016 Brussels bombings. By450

considering a shorter time span, the recommendation is more tailored to users that are451

interested in the terrorism attack instead of considering people fascinated by the capital452

of Belgium, its history or cultural events.453

In order to understand the behaviour of the users’ attitudes, we performed a sen-454
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Table 2: A comparison of accuracy outcomes among some state-of-the-arts recommender approaches.

RS D1 D2 D3 D4 D5

R 0.049 0.057 0.024 0.045 0.038

NP 0.146 0.114 0.122 0.111 0.065

CB 0.130 0.118 0.115 0.126 0.111

CF 0.172 0.163 0.161 0.167 0.151

CBH 0.127 0.099 0.105 0.055 0.078

FoF 0.165 0.155 0.159 0.140 0.132

MFE 0.121 0.105 0.111 0.119 0.107

MF* 0.187 0.181 0.178 0.201 0.182

TDMF** 0.212 0.233 0.235 0.241 0.255

(*) With the best SVO values for each dataset and f = 5

(**) Best ∆t for each dataset showed in Table 4 and f = 5

sitivity evaluation of SVO parameters through a large-scale gradient descent algo-455

rithm [37] with learning rate ζ = 0.1. This evaluation enabled us to observe how the456

performance could be improved by tuning the weights that define the different contri-457

butions of sentiment, volume, and objectivity, based on the nature of topics (on which458

the users’ similarity is computed). In particular, the results in Table 5 highlight how459

the contribution of sentiment is higher for topics about politics and movies, while the460

contribution of volume is on average significant for all of the considered topics.461

Finally, Figure 3 reports the RS accuracy for the MF approach as a function of the462

latent factor’s number f . As can be noted, there are no relevant accuracy improvements463

by increasing the number of latent factors. This finding motivated us to select a fixed464

f =5 for all of the aforementioned experimental evaluations. A lower number of latent465

features decreases a lot the computational resources.466

The obtained outcomes pave the way to the hypothesis that a hybrid approach that467

accurately selects the recommendations from multiple approaches, such as FoF, CF468

and TDMF, may show benefits to the user. For instance, the approach based on ex-469

plicit social ties (FoF) outperforms attitudes when the goal is to have high novelty,470
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Table 3: Results for diversity and novelty metrics

RS Novelty Diversity

R 0.21 0.14

NP 0.29 0.34

CB 0.14 0.23

CF 0.39 0.55

CBH 0.11 0.15

FoF 0.35 0.29

MFE 0.25 0.28

MF 0.19 0.45

TDMF 0.25 0.47

Table 4: Results of S@10 for TDMF recommender system while varying the length of ∆t time span

Dataset 7gg 14gg 21gg 30gg

D1 0.191 0.202 0.212 0.187

D2 0.210 0.233 0.221 0.200

D3 0.201 0.235 0.18 0.199

D4 0.192 0.205 0.241 0.225

D5 0.255 0.189 0.188 0.173

Table 5: Sensitivity analysis of sentiment-volume-objectivity parameters for the best obtained values of MF

recommender system

Dataset S@10 S V O

D1 0.187 0.45 0.45 0.10

D2 0.181 0.20 0.60 0.20

D3 0.178 0.30 0.65 0.05

D4 0.201 0.45 0.45 0.10

D5 0.182 0.20 0.70 0.10
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Figure 3: S@10 while varying the number of latent factors f, with the best values of ∆t

whereas MF and TDMF obtain in general better accuracy and diversity on the consid-471

ered datasets. But a simple linear combination of the outputs would not be optimal.472

Future work is required to understand what the user is currently expecting from the473

recommender, promoting items that are not similar to what they have previously liked474

(i.e., maximizing the diversity), or pursuing higher accuracy, that is, items similar to475

what users have previously liked.476

5. Related work477

In this section we describe several works somehow related to the proposed system,478

especially focusing on people-to-people recommendation.479

From the seminal works on link prediction [1, 38], many relevant contributions have480

been proposed. Freyne et al. [39] provide the active user with suggestions about key481

people to connect to, based on social relationship information coming from different482

external sources and gathered through the social aggregator Sonar [40]. In [41] tech-483

niques that exploit both the user-generated content and the social network structure are484

proposed for recommending people of potential interest to the target user. Such tech-485

niques rely on the Friend-of-Friend (FoF) hypothesis that if many of the target user’s486

friends have a friend in common, this latter could be friend of the target user as well.487
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This system is one of the baseline approaches that appear in the comparative analysis488

reported in Section 4. The authors of [42] address the same problem in an enterprise489

scenario. They aggregate information from different sources in order to profile users,490

thus being able to identify those who have provided a similar contribution (e.g., co-491

author papers, patent authorship, etc.). This work is based on the assumption that if492

two users have generated content on similar topics, they are more likely to appreciate493

getting in touch with each other than other users. Quercia and Capra propose a mobile494

application that relies on the users’ physical proximity for generating people-to-people495

recommandations [43]. In [44], a supervised machine-learning approach is proposed496

to address the link recommendation problem on an enterprise social network. To this497

end, the authors mine the user-generated content, the social graph, and the company’s498

organizational chart to profile enterprise users. Some work has been focused on the499

user recommendation problem in social micro-blogging services like Twitter. In par-500

ticular, the authors of [45] make a comparison between content-based and collaborative501

filtering approaches for user profiling. To this end, they resort to a classic search engine502

to index and classify such profiles via the traditional TF-IDF approach of Information503

Retrieval. Then, the top-k users are suggested to the target user. Their experimental504

results show the better performance of collaborative filtering approaches compared to505

those of content-based.506

Such findings suggest that the relations between users are more structured, and507

therefore more relevant for user recommendation task than the noisy microposts. Given508

the relevance of these approaches, both of them have been implemented and compared509

with the proposed system (see Sect. 4). In [46] the authors address the same problem510

through an algorithm which explores the topology of the social graph in Twitter to511

locate users to recommend to the active user. This approach extends the well-known512

item-based recommendation nearest neighbor technique [47] to the user recommenda-513

tion task. However, the works presented in [48] and [49] show that approaches based514

on matrix factorization provide better performance than those based on neighborhood515

techiniques. Such consideration, along with the need to operate on large-scale social516

networks, inspired our approach.517

Matrix factorization techniques have been previously considered in the link predic-518
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tion problem. In [50] the authors combine explicit and latent features and prove the519

effectiveness on various datasets. Kutty et al. [51] propose tensor space models as a520

potential framework able to include also additional attributes associated with each user.521

Other works extend the analysis by considering dynamic interactions, that is, the time522

in which a tie is created, e.g., [52, 53, 54, 51]. The above-cited works have not been523

explicitly evaluated on popular social network services, such as Twitter or Facebook,524

and do not take into account user attitudes.525

Yang et al. [55] extends the check-ins left by the users on location-based services526

with additional features, such as fine-grained user preferences extracted from opinions527

expressed in user comments. MF techniques are considered for capturing both social528

and inter-venue influence based on similarity measures between user comments, geo-529

distance, categories, reviews, etc. Similarly, in [56] the authors use a three-way tensor530

model User×Keyword×Venue for personalized location ranking.531

Although a large number of contributions have been devoted to the people-to-532

people recommendation issue - to the best of our knowledge - exploiting sentiment533

analysis of user-generated contents for purposes of community detection and/or user534

recommendation has not been deeply investigated. Xu et al. [57] transform the sentiment-535

based community discovery into a correlation clustering problem and propose a ran-536

dom rounding algorithm based on semidefinite programming for its solution. In [58]537

the authors describe an unsupervised approach based a non-parametric clustering al-538

gorithm for detecting hyper-groups of communities, called hyper-communities, where539

users share the same sentiments. In [59], the authors extract users’ interests from their540

microposts and identify some sentiment-based features that express the likelihood of541

two users establishing a relationship (i.e., following each other or mutually mentioning)542

between them. They also advance a factor graph model including a sentiment-based543

version of the cognitive balance theory for predicting potential relationships.544

As far as we aware, this is the first work combining sentiment analysis and matrix545

factorization techniques to assist users in locating interesting people.546
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6. Conclusion547

In this paper, we have described a people-to-people recommendation approach for548

large-scale social networks. Our work emphasizes the use of user’s attitudes such as im-549

plicit sentiment, volume and objectivity to improve recommendation performance and550

matrix factorization models to maximize efficiency and scalability. The experimental551

results showed the advantage of our approach compared with the state-of-the-art tech-552

niques. Taking advantage of implicit sentiment related to the users’ timeline, enables553

us to better identify the relationship of interest between users. The experimental eval-554

uation on different datasets has also proved that the SVO factors are influenced by the555

topics under discussion. When multiple factors obtained from the user-generated con-556

tent are taken into consideration, an adequate analysis of their relevance in the recom-557

mendation process is required. The same conclusion holds for the time unit considered558

for the temporal analysis of the expressed users’ attitudes.559
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